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A very fulfilling year for the community health team. We have had an eventful year, with extensive 
work on afforestation in the villages, restoration of water bodies, expanding on natural farming, 
children nutrition and health education work and our vital health work in tackling COVID. 
Establishment of the holistic wellbeing center - a place for integrated curative health including 
well established traditional systems of medicine, has been in a sense a culmination of the years of 
experience.

Addition of Naturopathy and
Siddha care to our existing
Homeopathy curative services
and new infra structure
development for naturopathy
therapeutic center

Siddha + Naturopathy
OP in T. Kalathur village

Herbal garden
development
in Payir campus

Restarting physiotherapy
camps

Community based
COVID treatment

Kitchen garden
initiative

Expansion of school health
education work

across an entire Taluk

Outreach program for
special needs children

Payir Health
Initiatives

PAYIR HEALTH INITIATIVES

Payir Health Initiatives
Number of people reached out during COVID 2nd wave for curative care - 300

Total OP visits – 2000+ including residential children

Total kids reached for educative purpose - 5600+
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We formed village level volunteer groups to augment our community health team to reach out to 
many homes daily when the situation needed home to home medical services. We used a multitude 
of digital media – app sheets, whatsapp groups and conference calls, to connect seamlessly be-
tween field team in 10 villages and the base team at Thenur – from diagnosing, treating, follow-ups, 
delivering medicine, training volunteers and health animators.

Dr. Preethi, our residential Homoeopathic doctor led with the help of a senior Siddha doctor, 
combining Siddha and Homoeopathy for treatment, which was very successful and gained much 
appreciation from the public. Couple of more doctors supported as well through tele-consultation. 
Having, as simple as a pulse oximeter in each village, made a huge difference in monitoring the 
sick. 300+ people with illness were reached at their homes. More than 250 of them infected with 
COVID – some serious to critical; each one of them got cured with home based care without 
needing any hospitalization.

The pandemic situation threw many challenges at us - 
anxiety, confusion, lack of preventive behavior/ difficulty 
in adapting to new necessities like social distancing or 
wearing masks, etc, denial, hesitation in accessing medical 
help after onset of disease, economic crisis, psychological 
issues.

The community health team had to scale up quickly to 
tackle this complex situation and come up with solutions 
across multiple dimensions. Information gap was the 
foremost problem we faced in our rural set up.

Our health workers marched door to door, educating the 
public on preventive, social, medical and curative aspects 
of COVID. We used public address systems - static & 
mobile, panchayat, shops to spread information; supplied 
Homeo boosters and Siddha decoction for immunity, at 
every household – 6000+. 

PANDEMIC AND HEALTH TEAM
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COMMUNITY HEALTH

Engaging with government school children  

Kitchen Garden initiative

There was a huge gap in education of rural Govt. school going children, during the entire time when 
schools were shut down during Covid. Along with our education team, health team kept engaging 
the children in giving health education, involving them in kitchen garden activities, motivating them 
to raise trees in their lands, and in a few villages, for a brief period they also taught basic science 
and Tamil language to young children. They constantly persuaded children and families to stay 
away from junk food consumption, which had gone up several folds during the lockdown period.

Village is a place where there is abundance 
of natural resource (except water though, as 
we humans depleted the same). People here 
know how to grow and they grow food. At the 
same time, one can see high prevalence of 
malnutrition. It’s a paradox. There are multiple 
factors involved here, like cash cropping trend, 
gender based discrimination in quantity and 
quality of food, lack of knowledge on nutrition, 
dietary styles, lack of motivation to grow own 
food and so on.

We had always wanted to work on kitchen 
gardens and we have done efforts sporadically 
with only a small number of gardens turning 
out. Alas! However, with this year efforts we 
helped creating 120+ kitchen gardens!! And 
the gardens continue to be tended crossing 
multiple seasons now. Most of these are cared 
by girls and boys, helped by their mother, 
growing greens and vegetables. We provide 
seeds, ideas to grow in a small space or no 
space, ideas to reuse hand wash water, manage 
costs and most importantly keep the motivation 
up! Quite a satisfying experience for many 
young girls who could get free supply of green 
leafy vegetables from their own garden that 
would help them come out of anemia.
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Community Out reach
We continued educating the adult and child population in 10 villages about their basic anatomy and 
physiology, nutrition, common ailments and their management, mental health, life skills and so on. 
we have reach out to

Sending youngsters from our villages to good colleges after their 12th grade and more 
importantly helping them complete their courses. Our interventions ensure avoidance of 
dropouts - convincing both the families and the student.

Supplementary nutrition during lock down at the neighbourhood learning centers and now in 
the respective schools has been another key aspect of children nutrition

Our Health team’s work alongside the education teams in efforts like:

Educating mothers and would-be mothers about their reproductive system, menstrual cycles, 
contraceptive possibilities, parenting, importance of nutrition during pregnancy and lactation, 
anemia during pregnancy, sex determination, placenta, functions of hormones during pregnancy 
and lactation etc.

The Health team convinced a few farmers to grow millets without chemicals for the benefit of their 
and their family’s health, for the second consecutive year, helping in bringing about change in food 
patterns.

More than 6000 families 

Close to 1000 children between the age group of 6 to 17 in these villages Total kids 

More than 2000 women
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School Health Education (SHE)

Our continued work in SHE, for the past 13 years, has expanded further to most of the Alathur 
Taluk, Thanks to the funding from Latent View Analytics.

With the schools opening up from February, our School Health Educators reach out to 5257 
students in 51 Government schools in Alathur Taluk. Children are made aware of human anatomy 
and physiology, common illnesses, nutrition, reproductive health, hygiene, gender equality, and so 
on. For almost all children, these are knowledge that they are exposed for the first time.
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Special education at doorstep
There is a huge gap in services for special children. Most families quit taking the children to any 
center for therapy or learning purposes. Except for a very few children, who are mobile and with 
a mental capacity that is adaptable to a Govt. school environment, the rest of them remain idle 
at homes, without therapy and developmental/ learning activities, left to their fates. We wanted 
to intervene and give a home-based service so that the children can have meaningful childhood, 
receiving help to better their future.

We have always believed in integrated medical 
approach for multiple reasons. A long-time 
dream came true last November when Dr. 
Thenmozhi, a naturopath joined the team. 
This was followed by Dr. Vijaykumar, a Siddha 
practitioner, who too became part of health 
team. They both enrich the existing system 
including a referral network of modern medicine 
doctors and the resident Homoeopath.

Physiotherapist couple and our dear friends Mr. 
Mathuvanesh and Ms. Sudha restarted rural 
physiotherapy camps, after the COVID break. 
During Covid time, they did online consultation 
and training.

All this has opened doors for multi-disciplinary 
therapy possibilities at the wellbeing center 
here and increases scope of a community 
health work encompassing integrated medical 
approach.

We are happy to note that a new initiative 
focused at special children took shape this 
year by efforts of our committed teacher 
Ranjitha with expert guidance and support 
from Vasantham - a special school in Chennai. 
Vasantham is run by our friends Dr. Krupa and 
her mother Ms. Allimurugesan, who came 
forward to support Payir’s outreach special 
education program in our villages.

How do we do? We identify special children; 
bring them to the camp when Vasantham’s 
team of therapists comes; learn their 
prescription and follow the same at the homes 
of each child; bring them back for follow ups; 
when there is need for equipment or surgery, we 
refer and support till the relief is attained.

COMMUNITY HEALTH

Embracing multiple disciplines of treatments
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A JOURNEY OF CURIOSUTY.... (Education)

KONDADI KARPOM (CELEBRATE LEARNING...)

Lock down for last 2 years due to COVID-19, 
made it very unfortunate for our government 
school children to enjoy the moments of 
childhood, on the other hand it made the team 
concerned about the diversions children had 
and their constraints for exploration increased 
cause of mobile addiction and substance 
usage. We are also concerned about the 
dropout rate of that academic year. To fix it, we 
set up “Neighborhood Learning Center” for 
children from 3rd to 8th grade of government 
schools in 8 villages around Payir, engaged 350 
children in fun learning, playing games, singing, 
storytelling, crafts and karate.

While some children attended the class 
intermittently and some did continuously, a few 
months later our team as well as parents could 
see that their children were happily learning 
and their improvements in skills & knowledge. 
Taking the health and well being of these 
children into their concern we provided them 
with supplementary snacks regularly during 
their class days. When the school reopened 

in November, we noticed a big change in the 
number of children who attended this center, 
compared to the number of children who did 
not.  Government school teachers find it easy to 
manage. The children who rarely attended the 
center had a hard time studying when they were 
back to regular school practices and learning. 
The children who studied at this center were 
happy and were able to pay attention without 
any difficulties.

A child being happy in their learning process is always our concern which is also a crucial part of 
their journey towards exploration and learning. Renewing their learning process after covid but 
in an artistic perspective to enrich their creativity and imagination and also in order to celebrate 
the learning process of primary children we held a learning program called “Kondadi Karpom” 
which is hosted by Mr.Manimaran and Ms.Magizhini who took classes for 1st to 5th standard in all 
government schools. Through this program we artistically educated the poems and verses through 
song and dance. The more our children are happier they learn more with excitement.
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A TOUR TO HISTORICAL MONUMENT

Being locked for 2 years from travelling made every child to lose their curiosity in wandering 
places. We don’t our kids to lose that either so we took our kids to an exposure visit this year on 
October 2nd to 4th we took the students to Malayalapatti, Ranjankudi fort, Vishnu dam, for them 
explore these new historical places and hear some mind-blowing stories about these historical 
monuments.

Education through technology is a must for children in the Tech-world, as it pulls all their attention 
towards it. We took it one step ahead and gave a visual treat which is healthy anyway. We joined 
with E-Vidyaloka and started educating kids through tabs. We play educating content related to 
science, mathematics and english related to their syllabus and have a discussion among them. 
These sessions literally drive the children to use their electronic gadgets for learning eventually not 
all the time but they came to understand that gadgets can also be used to educate ourselves which 
is a huge breakthrough for our children.

Our RSTC children’s life was never better when they were home during covid, three meals a day is 
not possible for them. Taking concern for our children’s well-being, we whole-heartedly took the 
risk of keeping our children with us and providing them a safe shelter and healthy food with parent’s 
mutual understanding. Not only did we provide shelter, we also conducted many special training 
programs like Palm leaf craft, Puppetry, Drawing classes, Silambam (martial art) and Karate to not 
let Covid stop them from being happy and enrich their knowledge and skills. 
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JOURNEY TOWARDS NATURE 
PRESERVATION- AFFORESTATION
Payir with nature or in other words any living organism with nature is always inseparable even when 
it takes of risk of human lives. We have planted around 9000 saplings around 6 villages (Thenur, 
Thottiyapatti, Nathakadu, T Kalathur, Nakkasalem, Ariyalur) in Perambalur District. We use poclains 
to clean up the spaces for planting trees. We as a team joined together and planted as well as 
nourished the saplings every day using water-loaded tanks. We have faced a lot of challenges in 
finding a resource for maintaining these planted saplings. Each day we take 4 to 6 trips for watering 
these plants for each village. This year we also get lot of volunteers from colleges for planting.

Us being with nature never stops with planting trees and watering but to protect it as it does us.  To 
protect the saplings from animals we did fencing, and to make it eco-friendly we use shrubs that 
grow in huge numbers in our area. Not only we did protect our nature along with it we supported 
livelihood of families that supports us for preserving nature. We employed people to make fencing 
and protect these saplings by covering it with shading nets

Sometimes we also need to protect it from other 
natural organisms such as termites. It was a 
challenging task for us to protect our saplings 
form termites. We made our own pesticide 
which is made of ginger, green chilli, garlic and 
castor oil. The nature pesticide while being 
harmless to our health also reduced the number 
of wasted plants significantly. 

Taking two or three trips a week for watering 
the plants is not enough to protect these plants. 
These saplings also need to be protected from 
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NURSERY CREATION

Not only we planted trees we also recreated our nursery which consists of 15 varieties of local 
species and 7000 saplings. We collect seeds of our own and put them in soil pockets and grow 
them in our nursery. Our village people are interested in buying our saplings as we give it for low 
cost and also we give saplings that do not grow artificially, especially we also motivate children from 
the surrounding villages to grow trees. So around 600 children have brought saplings from us and 
planted them near their house and also these children influence their parents to buy them saplings 
for their birthdays and other important occasions which we consider as one of our success in 
influencing kids towards nature and insisting to be responsible towards their own community.

Ezhumalai was 10 years old when he bought 
that sapling. Growing up in a rural community 
he is so much into nature and preserving it. 
He bought this Amla tree during our 1st covid 
lockdown. when he first bought, the sapling was 
up to his knee size but now it has grown above 
him, as he continuously nurtures it and protects 
it from cattle’s, waters regularly. He takes care 
of his tree as his own sibling and the entire 
family and community supports him.

external conditions, as a team we discussed this 
issue and planned to do mulching (process of 
spreading organic materials which protects the 
root of the plants from heat or cold and to keep the 
soil moist and to control the weed). We collected 
waste coconut husk urban areas and filled them 
around each sapling pit, thus it absorbs water 
and keeps the soil moist for a long time. After 
mulching we are able to see beautiful results as 
our plants grow tall and healthier than before 
mulching. a long time. After mulching we are able 
to see beautiful results as our plants grow tall and 
healthier than before mulching.
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REBOOT OF THOORIGAI

To begin was a challenging task for our women after a long pause due to covid 19, the covid 
lockdown were times that our Thoorigai women financially suffered without any production or sales 
or orders. They manage with their daily wages from the work they do. To bring back the production 
and we as a team held a meeting and discussed with our mentors and planned a year commitment 
as follows,

As planned we went to stalls and reached 
many new customers. We put down our 
stall in Dastakar, Bangalore it was our 
breakthrough after Covid  (Dastkar is a Non-
Profit Organization that is working to support 
traditional Indian craft people, many of them 
women and village based, with the objective of 
helping craft people regain their place in the 
economic mainstream.). They used held event 
in Bangalore and Chennai and lot of artisans 
will display their works where this year we had 
a chance of displaying our products too not 
only we displayed but had a good sales and 
a had a great experience and able to observe 
the expectations of the customers, also we 

displayed out stall in Dakshinachitra, Chennai.

And finally the product of the year is here… 
Thoorigai patch work Yearly eco-friendly yearly 
calendar which is the most welcomed product of 
the year

Another big step for thoorigai in preserving 
nature..they have signed a contract with 
Anandavadi Limestone mines  for planting and 
monitoring 9000 trees

To enquire on upcoming stalls in places that we have already displayed our product

To ask for shops  to help us sell our products on their premises

To enquire in the apartments where we regular customer and ask for a space to put 
down a stall

Contact our previous customers and ask for opportunities for sales.

To release our products in an online platform for which we joined hands with Mitti 
Good Gifts, an online platform for the physically disabled entrepreneurs

As our long term needs, we planned to work on bringing a new building for Thoorigai

To release our new product of the year- “Yearly Calendar”
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